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finite geometry and resolution of the experimental setup as well as rigorous three-body
calculations of the nd breakup reaction.

In November, 2005 the test experiment at the neutron channel RADEX using multidetector
time-of-flight spectrometer was performed. The measurement of spectra of secondary protons
and neutrons in the nd->pnn and np->np reactions allow us to estimate the energy spectrum and
intensity of fast neutrons (40-140 MeV) in neutron channel and the count rate for future
measurements required for determination of the nn scattering length.
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The interaction of two channeling charged particles has been considered. While using
oscillatory approximation for particle-crystal interaction, it is shown that in the case of mass and
charge ratios' equality the problem of channeling particles' interaction is solved by description of
one particle's behavior on the field of two potentials:
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where ap2 is modified oscillatory potential of crystal-particle interaction. U(r) is between particle
interaction potential and fi is reduced mass of two particles.

Numerical analysis of the equation (1) for the deeply subliminal energy and "head on
collision" show, that in asymptotic (z—*<x>), the main part (up to 95%) is carried by the component
coinciding to oscillatory level or falling wave. At the same time transmission coefficients equal
zero with precision not more than digital. This result is coinciding with analytical solution for
one-dimension Coulomb barrier. Therefore the probability of transmission coefficients isn't equal
zero may exist only for non-direct collision. It can be expected that passing of barrier for
channeling particles will sufficient differ from three-dimension collision.

The result of this work can be useful for the investigation of opportunity thermonuclear
reaction in crystal [12] .
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